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MHF-Net: An Interpretable Deep Network for
Multispectral and Hyperspectral Image Fusion
Qi Xie, Minghao Zhou, Qian Zhao, Zongben Xu and Deyu Meng
Abstract—Multispectral and hyperspectral image fusion (MS/HS fusion) aims to fuse a high-resolution multispectral (HrMS) and a
low-resolution hyperspectral (LrHS) images to generate a high-resolution hyperspectral (HrHS) image, which has become one of the
most commonly addressed problems for hyperspectral image processing. In this paper, we specifically designed a network architecture
for the MS/HS fusion task, called MHF-net, which not only contains clear interpretability, but also reasonably embeds the well studied
linear mapping that links the HrHS image to HrMS and LrHS images. In particular, we first construct an MS/HS fusion model which
merges the generalization models of low-resolution images and the low-rankness prior knowledge of HrHS image into a concise
formulation, and then we build the proposed network by unfolding the proximal gradient algorithm for solving the proposed model. As a
result of the careful design for the model and algorithm, all the fundamental modules in MHF-net have clear physical meanings and are
thus easily interpretable. This not only greatly facilitates an easy intuitive observation and analysis on what happens inside the
network, but also leads to its good generalization capability. Based on the architecture of MHF-net, we further design two deep learning
regimes for two general cases in practice: consistent MHF-net and blind MHF-net. The former is suitable in the case that spectral and
spatial responses of training and testing data are consistent, just as considered in most of the pervious general supervised MS/HS
fusion researches. The latter ensures a good generalization in mismatch cases of spectral and spatial responses in training and testing
data, and even across different sensors, which is generally considered to be a challenging issue for general supervised MS/HS fusion
methods. Experimental results on simulated and real data substantiate the superiority of our method both visually and quantitatively as
compared with state-of-the-art methods along this line of research.
Index Terms—Multispectral and hyperspectral image fusion, interpretable deep learning, image restoration, generalization.
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I NTRODUCTION

H

Y perspectral

(HS) imaging acquires a scene in various
contiguous spectral bands. Comparing with traditional images with one or a few bands (e.g., a color image
with RGB channels), an HS image provides a finer delivery
of more faithful knowledge of real scenes. This inclines
to benefit the characterization of the imaged scene and
enhance the performance of different computer vision tasks,
like object recognition, classification and segmentation [13],
[40], [41]. Moreover, the rich spectra of HS images have also
prompted new ranges of relevant applications such as target
detection [26] and spectral unmixing [4].
However, there are inevitable tradeoffs between spatial
and spectral resolution for HS imaging systems in real cases.
Specifically, finely recording images with large amount of
spectral bands requires not only a larger number of exposures but also longer exposure time. Usually, an optical
system can only provide data with either high spatial resolution but low spectral one (e.g., the standard RGB image),
or vice versa [28]. Therefore, the research issues on merging
a practically collected high-resolution multispectral (HrMS)
image and a low-resolution hyperspectral (LrHS) image to
generate an ideal high-resolution hyperspectral (HrHS) image, known as multispectral/hyperspectral (MS/HS) fusion,
have attracted great attention in the recent years [53].
The mechanism of how the observed HrMS and LrHS
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Fig. 1. (a) and (b) are illustrations of the observation models for HrMS
and LrHS images, respectively.

images are generated from their originated HrHS image can
be mathematically described by the following two linear
observation models (as shown in Fig. 1 for easy understanding) [4], [15], [17], [29], [45], [46] :

Y = XR + Ny ,

(1)

Z = CX + Nz ,

(2)

where X ∈ RHW ×S is the target HrHS image1 , with H , W
and S as its height, width and band number, respectively.
Y ∈ RHW ×s represents the HrMS image with s defining
its band number (s  S ), and Z ∈ Rhw×S denotes the
LrHS image with h and w defining its height and width
1
An HS image also can be written as tensor X ∈ RH×W ×S . We also
denote the reshape operator from matrix to tensor as: fold(X) = X .
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(h  H , w  W ), respectively. R ∈ RS×s represents the
spectral response of the HrMS image (as shown in Fig. 1 (a)).
C ∈ Rhw×HW represents the spatial response of the LrHS
image, which is often assumed to be composed of a cyclic
convolution operator φ and an interval fixed downsampling
operator D (as shown in Fig. 1 (b)). Ny and Nz are the
noises contained in HrMS and LrHS images, respectively.
These two observation models have been widely exploited
in many previous MS/HS fusion researches [4], [29], [45].
The MS/HS fusion problem can be interpreted as an inverse problem restoring a three dimensional data-cube from
two degraded data-cubes, while the obstacle mainly lies on
the following two issues. Firstly, it is an ill-posed problem
to directly acquire the HrHS image X with observation
models (1) and (2) from the degenerated HrMS image Y
and LrHS image Z , even when R and C are known. This
leads to the necessity to mathematically encode the prior
structure underlying X into a regularizer in conventional
unsupervised methods, which, however, is a fairly challenging task. Secondly, the spectral and spatial responses R and
C of data acquired by different sensors can be very different,
which greatly increases the difficulty of solving this problem
by supervised methods.
Specifically, in traditional unsupervised MS/HS fusion
methods, a prior is generally required to be pre-assumed on
X as a regularizer for solving the problem. For example,
early MS/HS fusion techniques inherit the pan-sharpening
principle and represent the HS image with wavelet series expansion [14], [61]. Afterwards, the spatial sparserepresentation prior on HS image was further exploited for
the task by assuming that the spatial information of an
HS image could be sparsely represented under a learned
dictionary [2], [15], [63]. Besides, [31] adopt the local spatial
smoothness prior on the HrHS image and uses total variation (TV) regularization in their model. Instead of exploring
spatial prior knowledge from HrHS, some recent methods
also assume more intrinsic spectral correlation prior on
HrHS and employ low-rank matrix factorization techniques
to encode such prior along the spectrum [54] [62] [30].
Albeit effective for some HS image processing applications,
the rationality of these techniques relies on the prior assumptions manually imposed on the unknown HrHS to be
recovered. These handcrafted priors with subjective and relatively simple forms, however, always could not sufficiently
and adaptively reflect intrinsic complex spatial and spectral
configurations underlying real HSIs. Thus, there is still room
for performance improvement for these methods.
As the development in most computer vision tasks [6],
[39], [56], supervised methods based on deep learning (DL)
have got involved into the HS/MS fusion field very recently, and achieved very competitive performance beyond
conventional approaches [32], [35]. As compared with traditional unsupervised methods, these DL based techniques
are superior in that they need fewer assumptions on the
prior knowledge of the to-be-recovered HrHS, while they
can be directly trained on a set of paired training data
simulating the network inputs (LrHS&HrMS images) and
outputs (HrHS images). The most commonly used network
structures include CNN [9], 3D-CNN [32], and residual
net [35]. The network input is generally attained by stacking
an HrMS image Y and an LrHS one Z together (Z is usually
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interpolated to the same spatial size as Y in advance),
and all network parameters are updated using stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) or other training algorithms.
Albeit attaining good performance, the current DL-based
MS/HS fusion methods still have drawbacks. The most
critical one is that these methods are presented under
general frameworks commonly used in other tasks, but
not specifically designed for MS/HS fusion. In particular,
current DL methods neglect the observation models (1)
and (2) [32], [35], especially the operators R and C , making the methods hardly deliver intrinsic understandings of
how LrHS and HrMs are generated from the HrHS, and
lose the specific interpretability to the problem in network
design. Besides, current DL methods largely neglect the
prior structures evidently possessed by general HS images,
such as spectral low-rankness. This may cause the network
output to deviate the general prior configuration and thus
hamper the restoration accuracy. Another critical issue for
current DL approach lies on its generalization capability.
Since only limited number of paired training HS images can
be collected due to labor and hardware costs, the mismatch
issue of training-testing bias often exists in real cases. The
overfiting issue inclines to occur for current deep networks
in this situation. Thus, it is desirable to design a DL regime
capable of well fitting test samples even when their spectral
and spatial responses are different from the training ones.
Against the above issues, this study explores a novel
deep network architecture for the MS/HS fusion task, with
fine interpretability and generalization capability beyond
current ones2 . The contribution of this work can be mainly
summarized as follows:
Firstly, we propose a comprehensive MS/HS fusion
optimization problem beyond traditional ones. In specific,
conventionally utilized observation model (1) has not fully reflected the low-rankness prior structure of the HrHS
image X , since the column vectors of Y usually only
constitute an incomplete basis set of X . Comparatively, the
new optimization problem is constructed by representing X
under its complete basis set [Y , Ŷ ] (i.e., X = Y A + Ŷ B
with coefficient matrices A and B required to be estimated
in training process3 ), and the implicit Ŷ is produced by the
deep network. One can see Fig. 2 (b) for easy understanding.
This new manner not only provides a more sufficient representation model that guarantee the low-rankness, but also
facilitates us to readily build an interpretable network architecture through unfolding the proximal gradient algorithm
for solving it [3].
Secondly, the unfolding network, called MS/HS Fusion
Net or MHF-net, is with good interpretability. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first DL method fully considering
the intrinsic generation mechanism of the MS/HS fusion.
2
As an extended version of our conference paper [49], this work has
made substantial extension especially on the intrinsic interpretability
and generalization capability of the new network, including more clarifications, analysis, methodology expansion, and empirical evaluations.
Specifically, an extension of the propose network for the case that
response coefficients for training and testing data are inconsistent is
presented, making the method perform also on such more practical
blind MS/HS fusion scenarios.
3
The spatial response R can be attained by extracting the first s
columns of the pseudo-inverse of [AT , B T ]T . Details are described in
Sec. 6.1.
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Fig. 2. (a) Learning bases Ŷ by deep network, with Y and Z to be the
inputs of network. (b) The HrHS X̂ is linearly represented by Y and
to-be-estimated Ŷ with X̂ = Y A + Ŷ B . The rank of X̂ is r.

Particularly, in MHF-net, all modules have their specific
physical meanings, all connections between modules exactly
correspond to the implementation operators of the algorithm, and the observation model for HrMS/LrHS generation
is theoretically guaranteed throughout the network flow.
Compared with conventional more or less “black-box” network architecture, the MHF-net makes it easier to intuitively
observe what occurs inside the network, visually analyze
and understand its implementation mechanism.
Thirdly, the MHF-net explicitly encodes the well studied
spectral low-rankness prior and the constrain of observation
model (1) to the to-be-recovered HrHS image in each stage
of the network architecture (as shown in Fig. 4). Under the
regularization of this network expression, the recovery of
HrHS (both the final output and those obtained in intermediate network stages) finely complies with its intrinsic
prior structure, and thus inclines to be with better reliability
and accuracy beyond previous DL methods not explicitly
considering this HrHS prior structure.
Fourthly, such an interpretable network is with good
generalization capability. On one hand, when the spectral
and spatial responses of training and testing data are consistent, all response parameters (A, B and C ), together with
network parameters, can be automatically learned from
training data in an end-to-end manner. The network can
thus help extract the observation model and be generalized
to simulate the generalization process of the underlying
sensor. On the other hand, for more general scenarios where
the training images are acquired with different spectral
and/or spatial responses from variant sensor settings or
even different sensors, we can input these response knowledge4 , as well as LrHS and HrMS images, into the network,
and train the network to make it capable of capturing the
general recovery principle under variant input spectral and
spatial responses. The trained network can thus be finely
generalized to be effectively used on testing images with
diverse responses, and even on those with evident mismatch
from training data.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the related works. Section 3 presents the new observation
model constructed for the task, as well as the correspond4
The response parameters for each input LrHS/HrMS input pair
can be finely pre-estimated from the observed data as previous modelbased methods did [45]. Details are introduced in Sec. 2.
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ing optimization problem and its solving algorithm. The
unfolding network architecture is also introduced in this
section. Based on this network structure, Section 4 presents
the consistent MHF-net usable to similar training-testing
responses, and Section 5 proposes the blind MHF-net adaptable under mismatch training-testing responses. Section 6
then demonstrates experimental results implemented on a
series of synthetic and real data, as compared with current
SOTA algorithms, to substantiate the superiority of the proposed method both visually and quantitatively in terms of
comprehensive quantitative measures. The paper is finally
concluded with a future work discussion. Throughout the
paper, we denote scalar, vector, matrix and tensor in nonbold case, bold lower case, bold upper case and calligraphic
upper case letters, respectively.

2
2.1

R ELATED WORK
Traditional unsupervised methods

The pansharpening technique in remote sensing is closely
related to the investigated MS/HS fusion problem, and aims
to obtain a high spatial resolution MS image by the fusion
of an MS image and a wide-band panchromatic image.
There are mainly two categories of pansharpening methods:
component substitution (CS) [1], [7] and multiresolution
analysis (MRA) [5], [25], [38]. Although we can simply
perform MS/HS fusion task by treating it as a number
of pansharpening sub-problems, where each band of the
HrMS image plays the role of a panchromatic image, such
a heuristic strategy always suffers from the high spectral
distortion, since a single panchromatic image contains too
little spectral information to convey the expected HS image.
In the last few years, model-based methods have gained
much attention on MS/HS fusion problem by directly imposing certain prior terms to regularize the to-be-estimated
HrHS image [2], [15], [21], [54], [62], [63]. Some general
priors borrowed from natural images have been readily
adopted, like the TV term for representing the spatial local
smoothness of the HS image [31]. Besides, a typical category of methods learns a spatial dictionary on the nonlocal patches across a HrMS image, which delivers spatial
knowledge of HrHS, and then learns a coefficient matrix
from LrHS for representing and recovering the HrHS [2],
[15], [45], [63]. Another line of methods employed the sparse
matrix factorization to learn a spectral dictionary for LrHS
images and then construct HrMS images by exploiting both
the spectral dictionary and HrMS images [17]. The spectral
low-rankness of HS images can also be exploited with
matrix/tensor factorization, which helps to reduce spectral
distortions and enhances the MS/HS fusion performance
[21], [30], [54], [62]. The main drawback of these methods is
that their effectiveness relies on manually pre-specified prior
terms imposed on the HrHS image, while most of manual
prior assumption might be possibly not able to comprehensively reflect diverse and complicated configurations of real
HrHS images collected from practical scenarios.
2.2 Deep learning based supervised methods
Recently, a number of DL-based pansharpening methods
were proposed by exploiting different network structures
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[22], [23], [27], [33], [34], [35], [37], [47]. These methods can
be easily adapted to MS/HS fusion problem. For example,
Masi et al. [27] proposed a pan-sharpening CNN called PNN, which has achieved satisfying results. The inputs of the
network are the concatenations of panchromatic images and
the corresponding MS/HS images which are beforehand
interpolated to the same spatial size as the panchromatic
images. Afterwards, Wei et al. [47] improved PNN by constructing a deep residual network. Furthermore, Palsson et
al. [32] proposed to use 3D-CNN in the similar structure as
PNN. Due to the powerful performance of 3D-convolution
when dealing with high-dimensional data, the results are
very promising compared with conventional methods.
These DL-based methods, however, still have evident
drawbacks. For example, they just employ networks assembled with some off-the-shelf components in current deep
learning toolkits, which are not specifically designed against
the investigated problem, and thus without specific interpretability to this particular task. Especially, the intrinsic
observation model (1)/(2), as well as the evident prior
structures, e.g. the spectral correlation, possessed by HS
images have been neglected by such kinds of “black-box”
deep model, making large room for further performance
improvement. Furthermore, these data-driven methods are
sensitive to the variation of the spectral and spatial responses, and specially mismatch between training and testing
data. Such overfitting issue, however, should be critical
since real data are generally collected under different sensor
settings or even with different sensors, and such trainingtesting bias commonly exists in practice.
2.3

Deep unrolling methods

The deep unrolling methodology links the conventional model-based approach to the deep learning approach,
which is usually constructed by unfolding an iterative
optimization algorithm into a hierarchical deep network
architecture [10], [43], [50], [51], [59], [64]. This category of
methods has been widely employed in various computer
vision tasks, including compressed sensing, dehazing, deconvolution, etc. [50], [51], [64], and substantiated to be
effective. Our method is inspired by this line of research and
also aims to construct a deep unfolding network framework
for our investigated task. Yet what we more expect is to
thoroughly dig into such a promising methodology, so as
to possibly explore and demonstrate the powerful interpretation and generalization capability naturally possessed by
such model-inspired network architecture.
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(b) There exist A ∈ Rs×S , B ∈ R(r−s)×S and Ŷ
RHW ×(r−s) , subject to,

X = Ỹ A + Ŷ B.

3.1

MS/HS FUSION MODEL
Model formulation

We first introduce an equivalent formulation for expressing
observation model (1). Specifically, we have the following
theorem. The proof is presented in supplementary material.
Theorem 1. For any X ∈ RHW ×S and Ỹ ∈ RHW ×s , if
rank(X) = r > s and rank(Ỹ ) = s, then the following two
statements are equivalent to each other:
(a) There exists an R ∈ RS×s , subject to,

Ỹ = XR.

(3)

(4)

In reality, the condition rank(Ỹ ) = s is usually satisfied,
i.e., the HrMS image is usually full rank along the spectral
mode, because the band number of an HrMS image is
usually much fewer than the underlying HrHS image and
the columns of spectral response matrix are thus linearly
independent. Therefore, by letting Ỹ = Y − Ny where Y
is the observed HrMS in Eq. (1), it is easy to find that Ỹ and
X satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1. Then the observation
model (1) can be reformulated as:

X = Y A + Ŷ B + Nx ,

(5)

where Nx = −Ny A is caused by the noise contained in
the HrMS image. Note that in (5), [Y , Ŷ ] ∈ RHW ×r can be
viewed as a complete basis set with r bases representing
columns in X with coefficients matrix [A; B] ∈ Rr×S ,
where only the r − s bases in Ŷ are unknown and required
to be estimated.
By additionally taking observation model (2) into consideration, we can derive the following corollary:
Corollary 1. For any Ỹ ∈ RHW ×s , Z̃ ∈ Rhw×S , C ∈
Rhw×HW , if rank(Ỹ ) = s and rank(Z̃) = r > s, then the
following two statements are equivalent to each other:
(a) There exist X ∈ RHW ×S and R ∈ RS×s , subject to,

Ỹ = XR, Z̃ = CX, rank(X) = r.

(6)

(b) There exist A ∈ Rs×S , r > s, B ∈ R(r−s)×S and Ŷ ∈
RHW ×(r−s) , subject to,


Z̃ = C Ỹ A + Ŷ B .
(7)
Let Z̃ = Z −Nz , where Z is the observed LrHS image in
(2). It is easy to find that, when being viewed as equations of
the to-be-estimated X , R and C , the observation model (1)
and model (2) can be reformulated as the following equation
of Ŷ , A, B and C :


Z = C Y A + Ŷ B + N ,
(8)
where N = Nz − CNy A denotes the noise contained in
HrMS and LrHS image. Then, we can intuitively design the
following optimization problem for MS/HS fusion:
 


2
min C Y A + Ŷ B − Z + λf Ŷ ,
(9)
Ŷ

3

∈

F

where λ is a trade-off parameter, and f (·) is a regularization term imposed on Ŷ . In conventional model-based
methods, a core issue here is the design of regularization
function according to certain prior assumptions [48], [55].
However, current studies have shown that data-driven deep
representation prior have superiority in its more sufficient
and adaptive prior fitting capability. Therefore, instead of
directly designing f (·), we tend to learn the effect of f (·) on
Ŷ via a deep unrolling network. More details are given in
later sections.
Note that we impose regularization directly on the tobe-estimated bases Ŷ , instead of imposing it on the HrHS
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image X as conventional methods did [31]. This setting
facilitates an entire preservation of spatial details contained
in the input HrMS images (Y ), and helps reduce the spatial
detail loss of the finally estimated HrHS image (X ), since
the spatial details of X are largely derived from Y .
Here we give the following necessary remark on response parameters. When all training HrMS and LrHS
images are obtained under the same sensor setting (they
share the same spectral or spatial responses), A, B and C
are fixed matrices that can be properly obtained from the
entire training data. The generalization mechanism of the
underlying sensor can thus be obtained. When the HrMS
or LrHS images in the data set are obtained under different
sensor settings or from different sensors, A B and C for
each pair of HrMS and LrHS images can be different from
each other. Fortunately, previous methods have shown that
the spectral and spatial responses (R and C ) can be rationally estimated with only a pair of HrMS and LrHS images
[45]. The generation mechanism for this specific input pair
can thus also be approximately extracted, and utilized in the
proposed framework.
3.2

Model optimization

We now readily solve model (9) with a proximal gradient
algorithm [3], which iteratively updates Ŷ by calculating


Ŷ (k+1) = arg min Q Ŷ , Ŷ (k) ,
(10)
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Iterative optimization algorithm
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Fig. 3. An illustration of the relationship between the algorithm in matrix
form and the network structure in the tensor form.

3.3

MS/HS fusion network design

We then build an interpretable deep network architecture
for MS/HS fusion by unfolding all operators in the updating
Eq. (14) as network layers. Such unfolding technique has
been widely utilized in various computer vision tasks and
has been substantiated to be effective [50], [59], [64]. The
network is with K stages, corresponding to K iterations in
the iterative algorithm for solving Eq. (9), as shown in Fig.
4 (a) and (b). Each stage takes the HrMS image Y , LrHS
image Z , and the output of the previous stage Ŷ , as inputs,
and outputs an updated Ŷ to be the input of the next layer.
Algorithm unfolding. We first separate the updating
equation (14) into the following fundamental operators:

X (k) = Y A + Ŷ (k) B,

Ŷ
(k)

In stage 𝑘𝑘 = 1: 𝐾𝐾 of the network do:

� (𝑘𝑘) 𝑩𝑩
= 𝒀𝒀𝑨𝑨 + 𝒀𝒀

𝑬𝑬(𝑘𝑘) = 𝑪𝑪𝑿𝑿

Network design

E

(k)

= CX

(k)

− Z,

(15)
(16)

th

where Ŷ
is the updated variable in k iteration, and
Q(Ŷ , Ŷ (k) ) is a quadratic approximation [3] defined as:



 D

E
Q Ŷ , Ŷ (k) = g Ŷ (k) + Ŷ − Ŷ (k) , ∇g Ŷ (k)
 
(11)
2
1
+
Ŷ − Ŷ (k) + λf Ŷ ,
F
2η
where g(Ŷ (k) ) = kC(Y A + Ŷ (k) B) − Zk2F and η plays the
role of stepsize.
It is easy to deduce that problem (10) is equivalent to:
 


 2
1
Ŷ − Ŷ (k) −η∇g Ŷ (k)
+ληf Ŷ .
(12)
min
F
Ŷ 2
For many kinds of regularization terms, the solution of Eq.
(12) is usually in closed-form written as [11]:



Ŷ (k+1) = proxλη Ŷ (k) −η∇g Ŷ (k) ,
(13)
where proxλη (·) denotes a proximal operator dependent on
f (·). Since ∇g(Ŷ (K) ) = C T (C(Y A + Ŷ (K) B) − Z)B T ,
we can deduce that the final updating rule for Ŷ is

 

 
Ŷ (k+1)= proxλη Ŷ (k)−ηC T C YA+ Ŷ (k)B −Z B T . (14)

This concise iteration equation readily inspires an unfolding network architecture by separating and transforming each of its involved operators as a specific form of
network connection. Note that the implicit proximal operator can be easily represented as a convolution network
module and automatically learned from training data in
an end-to-end manner, instead of being derived from the
regularization term manually pre-specified.

G(k) = ηC T E (k) B T ,


Ŷ (k+1) = proxλη Ŷ (k) − G(k) .

(17)
(18)

In the network framework, we use the images with their
tensor formats (X ∈ RH×W ×S , Y ∈ RH×W ×s and Z ∈
Rh×w×S ) instead of their matrix forms to protect their
spatial structures and make the network architecture (with
tensor forms) be easily designed. We thus design the network to perform the above operations in tensor formats, as
shown in Fig. 3 for easy understanding.
In tensor version, Eq. (15) can be easily performed by
the two multiplications between a tensor and a matrix along
the 3rd mode of the tensor. Specifically, in the TensorFlow5
framework, multiplying a tensor with an matrix in Rm×n
along the channel mode can be easily performed by using
the 2D convolution function with an associated 1×1×m×n
tensor. Thus, we can perform the tensor version of (15) by:

X (k) = Y ×3 AT + Ŷ (k) ×3 B T ,

(19)

where ×3 denotes the mode-3 multiplication for tensor6 .
In Eq. (16), the matrix C represents the spatial downsampling operator, which can be decomposed into 2D convolutions and down-sampling operators [29], [45]. Thus, we
perform the tensor version of (16) by:


E (k) = downSampleθ(k) X (k) − Z,
(20)
d

5

https://tensorflow.google.cn/
For a tensor U ∈ RI×J×K with uijk as its elements, and V ∈
RK×L with
P vkl as its elements, for W = U ×3 V , the elements of W are
T
wijl = K
k=1 uijk vlk . W = U ×3 V can be understood as W = U V .
6
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Fig. 4. (a) The proposed network with K stages, where the kth stage is denoted as Sk , (k = 1, 2, · · · , K). (b) The flowchart of kth (k < K ) stage.
(c)-(e) Illustration of the first, kth (1 < k < K ) and final stage of the proposed network, respectively. When setting Ŷ (k) = 0, Sk is equivalent to S1 .

where E (k) is an h × w × S tensor, downSampleθ(k) (·) is
(k)
θd

d

denotes
the channel-wise downsampling network, and
filters involved in the network at the k th stage of network.
In Eq. (17), the transposed matrix C T represents a spatial
upsampling operator. This operator can be easily performed
by exploiting the 2D transposed convolution [12], which is
the transposition of the downsampling operator. By exploiting the 2D transposed convolution with the same filter size
as Eq. (20), we can approach Eq. (17) in the network by:


G (k) = η · upSampleθ(k) E (k) ×3 B,
(21)
u

where G (k) ∈ RH×W ×S , upSampleθ(k) (·) is the spacial
u
upsampling network consisting of transposed convolutions
(k)
and θu denotes the corresponding filters in the k th stage.
In Eq. (18), prox(·) is a to-be-decided proximal operator.
We adopt the deep residual network (ResNet) [16] to formulate this operator. Eq. (18) is then represented as:


Ŷ (k+1) = proxNetθ(k) Ŷ (k) − G (k) ,
(22)
p

where proxNetθ(k) (·) is a ResNet which represents the proxp
imal operator in our algorithm and the parameters involved
(k)
in the ResNet at the k th stage are denoted by θp . It has been
widely substantiated in previous deep unfolding literatures
that using ResNet to replace proximal operator can help
attain satisfactory performance [50], [64].
With Eq. (19)-(22), we can now construct the stages of
the proposed network. Fig. 4 (b) shows the flowchart of a
single stage.
Normal stage. In the first stage, we simply set Ŷ (1) = 0.
By exploiting Eq. (19)-(22), we can obtain the first network
stage as shown in Fig. 4 (c). Fig. 4 (d) shows the k th stage
(1 < k < K ) of the network obtained by utilizing (19)-(22).

Final stage. As shown in Fig. 4(e), in the final stage,
we can approximately generate the HrHS image by Eq.
(19). Note that X (K) (the unfolding matrix of X (K) ) has
been explicitly encoded with low-rank structure in the network. Moreover, according to Theorem 1, there exists an
R ∈ RS×s , s.t., Y = X (K)R, which guarantees the network
output satisfying the observation model (1).
However, HrMS images Y are usually corrupted with
slight noise or contain certain light intensity misalignment
in reality, and there might exist a little gap between the low
rank assumption and the real situation. This implies that
X (K) is not exactly equivalent to the to-be-estimated HrHS
image. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 4 (e), in the final stage of
the network, we add a ResNet on X (K) to reduce the gap
between the to-be-estimated HrHS image and X (K) :


X̂ = resNetθr X (K) .
(23)
In this way, we design an end-to-end training architecture, called MS/HS fusion net (MHF-net). We denote the
function of entire framework as

X̂ = MHFnetΘ (Y, Z, P ) ,

(24)

where Θ represents all parameters involved in the network
and P represents the other information we need to input
into the network, such as the spectral and spatial response7 .
Remark. Each module of the proposed network has its
certain physical meaning and can be easily understood by
observing Fig. 4. Specifically, in each stage, the network
first generates a temporary fusion result X (k) . Then, X (k) is
downsampled and subtract from the LrHS image to achieve
residual E (k) , which is the only information we need to
extract from the LrHS image in stage k . After that, E (k)
7

Please refer to supplementary material for more details.
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is upsampled into the same spatial size as HrMS image
and multiplied with B T to obtain the ameliorative gradient
direction G (k) , and finally the underlying spectral basis Yˆk is
updated. This makes it highly convenient to visualize what
happens inside the network flow during the training (and
testing) process and make further analysis on its intrinsic
working mechanism.

⋯
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the blind MH/HS fusion net.

samples

Fig. 5. Illustration of how to create the training data when HrHS images
are unavailable.

4
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�
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where D(·) is an interval fixed downsampling operator, and
φ ∈ Rp×p is a blur kernel matrix. We then estimate φ and
spectral response R simultaneously by solving

min
R,φ

N
X

kZn ×3 RT − D(φ ⊗ Yn )k2F , s.t.,

n=1

X

φij = 1, (28)

i,j

where Zn and Yn are the nth observed LrHS and HrMS
images, respectively. φij is the element in the ith row
and j th column of φ. We can then solve problem (28) by
alternately updating R and φ in closed-form. More details
are listed in supplementary material.

C ONSISTENT MS/HS FUSION NET

When the spectral and spatial responses of training and
testing data are consistent, they can be estimated from the
training data. In this case, we can set A, B and C as
learnable parameters. Then Θ in Eq. (24) includes A, B and
all network parameters. The network inputs now are only
Y and Z . We denote function of such consistent MHF-net
(CMHF-net) as:

X̂ = CMHFnetΘ (Y, Z) .

(25)

Training loss. As shown in Fig. 4 (e), the training loss for
each training image is defined as following:
XK
kX (k) −X k2F +βkE (K) k2F , (26)
L = kX̂ −X k2F +α
k=1

(k)

where X̂ and X
are the final and per-stage outputs of the
proposed network, α and β are two trade-off parameters8 .
The first term is the pixel-wise L2 distance between the
output of the proposed network and the ground truth X ,
which is the main component of our loss function. The second term is the pixel-wise L2 distance between the output
X (k) and the ground truth X in each stage. This term helps
find the correct parameters in each stage, since appropriate
Ŷ (k) would lead to Xˆ(k) ≈ X . The final term is the pixelwise L2 distance of the residual of observation model (2) for
the final stage of the network.
Training data. When ground-truth HrHS images are
available, we can easily use the paired training data
{(Yn , Zn ), Xn }N
n=1 to learn the parameters in the proposed
MHF-net. Unfortunately, in practice, HrHS images Xn s
are sometimes unacquirable. In this case, we employ the
method proposed in [35] to address this problem, where
the Wald protocol [58] is used to create the training data as
shown in Fig. 5. Specifically, we downsample both HrMS
images and LrHS images spatially, so that the original LrHS
images can be taken as references for the downsampled
data. We first represent the downsampling operator as

C(·) = D(φ ⊗ (·)),

(27)

8
We easily set α and β with fixed small values (0.1 and 0.01,
respectively) throughout all our experiments, to make the first term
play a dominant role.

5

B LIND MS/HS FUSION NET

In more practical scenarios, the data are collected under different sensor settings or even different sensors. The spectral
and spatial responses of different data are thus always variant, and more seriously, there are evident mismatch between
training and testing samples. In this case the CMHF-net is
obviously not a good choice, since response parameters A
B and C are different among training samples and between
training-testing ones. In order to alleviate this problem, we
propose blind MHF-net (BMHF-net).
As shown in Fig. 6, instead of treating spatial and spectral response parameters as learnable parameters, we set
them as the input to BMHF-net. Although these parameters
can not be directly observed, similar to the previous modelbased method [45], we can estimate them from each pair
of HrMS and LrHS images. After estimating A, B and C
for each input HrMS/LrHS image, we can train and test
the BMHF-net in a similar way. In this manner, the network
is expected to capture the general recovery principle under
variant input spectral and spatial responses, and thus with
fine generalization capability.
Estimating A, B and C for data samples. Since the
A, B and C are network inputs in BMHF-net, we need to
estimate them for each of the training and testing samples.
For a training set {Xn , Yn , Zn }N
i=1 , if Rn and Cn are
unknown9 , we can estimate them by solving (28). Then the
issue here is to estimate An and Bn . Specifically, we can
calculate An from Xn and Yn for each n = 1, 2, · · · , N by:

An = (Yn Yn )−1 Yn T Xn ,

(29)

where we denote the bold upper case letter as the matrix
form of the tensor denoted by calligraphic upper case letter.
Eq. (29) is obtained by the closed-form solution of the
following problem:

min kYn A − Xn k2F .
A

(30)

Then, we set Bn as the first r − s right singular vectors of
Xn − Yn A. Moveover, we can prove the following lemma,
9

Cn .

The training samples are usually generated with known Rn and
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which guarantee the correctness of the calculated An and
Bn :
HW ×S

Lemma 1. For any X ∈ R
, R ∈ R
rank(X) = r > s and rank(Ỹ ) = s, let

−1
A = Ỹ T Ỹ
Ỹ T X,

S×s

, Ỹ = XR,
(31)

and B ∈ R(r−s)×S consisted of the first r − s right singular
vectors of X−Ỹ A, then there exists Ŷ ∈ RHW ×(r−s) satisfying

X = Ỹ A + Ŷ B.

(32)

By Lemma 1, it is easy to find that with An and Bn
estimated by the above process, there exists a Yˆn to make
(5) hold for Xn .
For a testing sample {Y, Z}, we need to first estimate
the spectral and spatial responses R and C by solving (28)
(N = 1 in this case). Then we can calculate A and B from
Z and CY in a similar way as calculate An and Bn from
Xn and Yn in the training process. Moreover, by Lemma 1,
we can deduce that with A, B estimated in this way, there
exists Ŷ to make (8) satisfied.
Downsampling and upsampling network. In CMHFnet we can choose general downsampling network to perform the operator (16), since it could be learnt from the training samples. However, in BMHF-net, the spatial response
for downsampling is a fixed input for the network, which
can not be learnt with a general network. Thus, we now
directly input the estimated spatial response to construct a
specific downsampling network and rewrite Eq. (20) as:


E (k) = D φ ⊗ X (k) − Z,
(33)
where D(·) is an interval fixed downsampling operator, and
φ ∈ Rp×p is a blur kernel matrix. All their forms are preknown and taken as direct input to the network.
Similarly, we cannot exploit a general upsampling network in BMHF-net to perform upsampling in Eq. (21). We
thus exploit a transposed convolution with kernel φ to
perform upsampling. To further enhance the upsampling
performance, we also exploit an adjusting network, denoted
as adjNetθ(k) (·), on the upsampling result. Eq. (21) can then
a
be rewritten as:


G (k) = η · adjNetθ(k) φ⊗TD E (k) ×3 B,
(34)
a

⊗TD

where
denotes the transposed convolution whose upsampling rate is the same with D and the adjNetθ(k) (·) is
a
chosen as a U-net structure.
The other parts of BMHF-net are exactly the same as
CMHF-net. We denote the function of entire net as

X̂ = BMHFnetΨ (Y, Z, A, B, C) ,

(35)

where Ψ represents all network parameters involved in the
(k) (k)
network, including {θa , θp }K−1
k=1 and θr . The loss function
of BMFH-net is set the same as CMHF-net (i.e., Eq. (26)).
Note that for BMHF-net, we can train the network on
HrMS and LrHS images with variant spectral and spatial
responses. In the testing stage, through pre-estimating A,
B , C for each testing sample and inputting them into the
network, fine HrHS recovery is expected to be obtained even
for those testing samples whose responses are mismatched
with training ones. More details of BMHF-net can be found
in the supplementary materials.

6

8

E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the performance of the proposed CMFHnet and BMHF-net are evaluated on simulated and real
datasets. We first conduct simulated experiments to verify
the mechanism of MHF-net. Then, we evaluate the CMHFnet by comparing it with other state-of-the-art fusion methods. Finally we evaluate the BMHF-net on experiments with
variant spectral and spatial responses among training and
testing samples.
Evaluation measures. Five quantitative picture quality
indices (PQI) are employed for performance evaluation,
including peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), spectral angle
mapper (SAM [57]), erreur relative globale adimensionnelle
de synthèse (ERGAS [42]), structure similarity (SSIM [44]),
and feature similarity (FSIM [60]). The smaller ERGAS and
SAM are, and the larger PSNR, SSIM and FSIM are, the
better the fusion result is.
Implementation details. We implement and train our
network using TensorFlow framework. We use Adam optimizer to train the network for 50000 iterations with a batch
size of 10 and a learning rate of 0.0001. The initializations of
the parameters and other implementation details and more
experimental results have been presented in the supplementary materials due to page limitation.
6.1

Model verification

To verify the efficiency of the proposed method, we first
compare the performance of the proposed network with different settings on the CAVE Multispectral Image Database
[52]10 . The database consists of 32 scenes with spatial size of
512 × 512, including full spectral resolution reflectance data
from 400nm to 700nm at 10nm steps (31 bands in total). We
generate the HrMS image (RGB image) by integrating all the
ground truth HrHS bands with the same simulated spectral
response R, and generate the LrHS images via downsampling the ground-truth with a factor of 32 implemented by
averaging over 32 × 32 pixel blocks as [2], [19] did.
To prepare samples for training, we randomly select
20 HS images from CAVE database and extract 96 × 96
overlapped patches from them as reference HrHS images for
training. Then the utilized HrHS, HrMS and LrHS images
are of size 96 × 96 × 31, 96 × 96 × 3 and 3 × 3 × 31, respectively. The remaining 12 HS images of the database are
used for validation, where the original images are treated as
ground truth HrHS images, and the HrMS and LrHS images
are generated similarly as the training samples.
Comparison with intuitive models. We first compare
with several intuitive models to show the regularization
automatical fitting function of the proposed method.
Specifically, three competing methods are exploited here.
The first competing method is denoted MHF-TV, which
adopts the TV regularization term [31] into model (9). By
using the convolution theorem of Fourier transforms, a
closed-from updating rule for the algorithm can be deduced
and is denoted as the MHF-TV algorithm. Note that the
main difference between CMHF-net and MHF-TV is that the
proximal operator of MHF-net is learnt with deep networks
instead of relying on manually preset regularizer.
10

http://www.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE/databases/
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TABLE 2
RMSE of HrMS/LrMS images generated by intMHF-net and CMHF-net compared with their groundtruth, over 12 testing samples in CAVE data.
Data #
intMHF-net (HrMS)
CMHF-net (HrMS)
intMHF-net(LrMS)
CMHF-net (LrMS)

1
3.98e-01
7.20e-06
1.56e-03
1.71e-03

2
4.84e-01
6.91e-06
1.49e-03
2.51e-03

3
3.61e-01
7.48e-06
1.39e-03
1.27e-03

4
5.11e-01
8.03e-06
4.28e-03
4.48e-03

5
3.19e-01
7.25e-06
1.36e-03
1.18e-03

6
6.40e-01
6.72e-06
1.55e-03
2.42e-03

7
3.82e-01
7.39e-06
1.46e-03
1.53e-03

8
3.44e-01
7.38e-06
1.64e-03
2.17e-03

9
3.82e-01
7.81e-06
1.40e-03
1.34e-03

10
3.93e-01
7.00e-06
1.44e-03
1.22e-03

11
4.42e-01
7.42e-06
1.32e-03
1.26e-03

12
3.22e-01
7.85e-06
1.39e-03
1.35e-03

Average
4.15e-01
7.37e-06
1.69e-03
1.87e-03

1

intMHF-net

0

CMHF-net

Fig. 7. The fusion results obtained by the 4 competing methods. We
display the 10th (490nm) band of 3 samples from the testing data.
TABLE 1
Average performance of the intuitive and proposed models over 12
testing images in CAVE date set.
intMHF-TV
MHF-TV
intMHF-net
CMHF-net

PSNR
15.99
32.54
36.92
37.23

SAM
52.75
10.26
8.12
7.30

ERGAS
917.53
139.22
83.95
81.87

SSIM
0.212
0.903
0.954
0.962

FSIM
0.818
0.958
0.973
0.976

The other two competing methods in this section are
called intMHF-TV (intuitive MS/HS fusion with TV regularizer) and intMHF-net (intuitive MS/HS fusion net), respectively. These two methods are deduced by the following
fusion problem:
2

2

min kXR − Y kF + α kCX − ZkF + βf (X) .
X

(36)

Note that this is the most intuitive way to construct MS/HS
fusion model with observation models (1) and (2). The main
difference between this model and the proposed model (9) is
that the latter uses Corollary 1 to merge the two observation
models into one single model and solve Ŷ instead of X .
Besides, there are fewer parameters involved in (9).
We can solve problem (36) by exploiting proximal gradient algorithm as we did in Section 3.2. Then, by adopting TV
regularization, we can obtain the intMHF-TV method, and
by unfolding the iterative algorithm into a K -stage network
in a similar way as MHF-net, we can obtain the intMHF-net
method. One can refer to supplementary material for more
explanations of these intuitive methods.
Table 1 shows the average results obtained by intMHFTV, MHF-TV, intMHF-net and the proposed MHF-net over
12 testing samples. From the table, we can observe that the
MHF-TV is indeed effective for MS/HS fusion, while it is
hard to achieve good performance by intMHF-TV. These
results imply that the proposed MS/HS fusion model (9)
can help better perform MS/HS fusion as compared to the
intuitive model (36). We can also observe that the two DL
based methods significantly outperform the two iterative
algorithms. Moreover, the performance of the proposed

Orignal Generated Orignal Generated Orignal Generated Orignal Generated

0

Fig. 8. HrMS/LrHS images (10th band) generated by learned responses
of CMHF-net. 4 samples are randomly selected from testing data.
Orignal HrMS

MHF-TV

CMHF-net

intMHF-TV

intMHF-net

Ground truth

LrHS

Generated HrMS

Orignal HrMS

1

Fig. 9. RGB (HrMS) images of 5 samples from the testing data generated with the final output X̂ and other parameters learned by intMHF-net
and CMHF-net, respectively. From upper to lower: 5 typical RGB images
in original test data, those generated by CMHF-net and intMHF-net.

MHF-net is better than intMHF-net with respect to all 5
PQIs, which also verifies the advantages of the proposed
model. Fig. 7 shows 3 fusion results of 4 competing methods,
where the superiority of MHF-net can be easily seen.
Generating HrMS & LrHS image with CMHF-net. By
training the proposed network, we can learn the model parameters A, B and C (i.e., downSampleθ(K) (·)). Moreover,
d

we can easily find that the HrMS can be generated by11 :

Yg = X̂ R̂,

(37)

where X̂ is the fused HrHS image (in matrix form), and
R̂ is constructed with the first s columns of the pseudoinverse of matrix [AT , B T ]T . Besides, the LrMS image can
be generated by the downsampling network in the last stage
of the network, that is Zg = downSampleθ(K) (X̂).
d
Fig. 8 shows the generated HrMS and LrHS images of
4 samples randomly selected from the testing data, with
11

Please refer to the proof of Theorem 1 in supplementary material.
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TABLE 3
Average performance of the proposed method with different stage
numbers on CAVE data set with respect to 5 PQIs.
ResNet

(a)

(b)

(c)

PSNR
SAM
ERGA
SSIM
FSIM

(d)

Fig. 10. (a) Y and (b)-(d) three channels of Ŷ output by CMHF-net, on
a testing sample in CAVE dataset, fake and real lemon slices.

parameters learned by CMHF-net. It is easy to see that the
generation results are almost the same as the original ones.
Table. 2 shows the relative-mean-square error (RMSE)
of the generated HrMS and LrHS images compared with
the original ones (For the proposed CMHF-net, we generate
HrMS with X (k) in (23) instead of the final output since we
can theoretically deduce that Y = X (K) R̂+Ny ). Moreover,
we also list the generation results obtained by the intMHFnet as comparison. It is easy to see that the RMSE of the
results of CMHF-net are close to zero, which is evidently
smaller then the ones of intMHF-net. This is consistent with
our theoretical analysis that the output of the MHF-net
approximately satisfies models (1) and (2), while intMHFnet has no such theoretical guarantee. Besides, Fig. 9 shows
4 samples of the generated HrMS images in testing data, and
we can observe that the images generated by the CMHF-net
are also with better visual effect, while the global color of the
result of intMHF-net is usually incorrect. This verifies that
the proposed model (9) can help better design the network.
Estimation of Ŷ . The key issue of the proposed method
is to estimate the implicit bases Ŷ , for representing X with
X = Y A + Ŷ B . Here, we visualize Y and Ŷ output
by CMHF-net, on a testing sample in CAVE dataset in
Fig. 10. It is interesting to see that although the fake and
real items seem quite similar in Y , some distinguishable
characteristics between them underlying this HrHS image
can be evidently revealed in the bands of Ŷ .
Effect of the stage number. We then compare the performance of the proposed CMHF-net under different stage
number K . In order to make the competition fair, we adjust
the level number L of the ResNet used in proxNetθ(k) for
p
each situation, so that the total level number of the network
in each setting is possibly similar to each other. Moreover,
to better verify the efficiency of the proposed network, we
implement another network (simply called “ResNet”) for
comparison, which is only constructed by the ResNet used
in (22) and (23). In this method, we set the input as [Y, Zup ],
where Zup is obtained by interpolating the LrHS image Z
(using a bicubic filter) to the same size of Y as [32] did. Here,
we set the level number of ResNet to be 30.
Table 3 shows the average results over 12 testing HS
images of two DL methods in different settings. We can
observe that with more stages, even with fewer net levels in
total, CMHF-net can significantly have better performance.
We can also observe that CMHF-net can achieve better
results than ResNet (about 5db in PSNR), while the main
difference between CMHF-net and ResNet is our proposed
stage structure in the network. These results show that the
proposed stage structure in CMHF-net, which introduces
interpretability specifically to the MS/HS fusion problem,
can indeed help enhance the performance of the task.

32.25
19.093
141.28
0.865
0.966

(4, 9)
36.15
9.206
92.94
0.948
0.974

CMHF-net with (K, L)
(7, 5)
(10, 4)
(13, 2)
36.61
36.85
37.23
8.636
7.587
7.298
88.56
86.53
81.87
0.955
0.960
0.962
0.975
0.975
0.976

TABLE 4
Average performance of all competing methods over 12 testing images
of CAVE date set with respect to 5 PQIs.
FUSE
ICCV15
GLP-HS
SFIM-HS
GSA
CNMF
M-FUSE
PNN
3D-CNN
ResNet
CMHF-net
BMHF-net

6.2

PSNR
30.95
32.94
33.07
31.86
33.78
33.59
32.11
32.42
34.82
32.25
37.23
36.37

SAM
13.07
10.18
11.58
7.63
11.56
8.22
8.82
14.73
8.96
16.14
7.30
8.16

ERGAS
188.72
131.94
126.04
147.41
122.50
122.12
151.97
134.51
109.20
141.28
81.87
89.06

SSIM
0.842
0.919
0.891
0.914
0.884
0.929
0.914
0.884
0.937
0.865
0.962
0.952

FSIM
0.933
0.961
0.942
0.932
0.959
0.964
0.947
0.956
0.971
0.966
0.976
0.972

Comparisons based on response consistent data

We then evaluate the proposed CMHF-net and BMHFnet in the case that the spectral and spatial responses of
testing data are consistent with training data. Experiments
in comparison with state-of-art methods on simulated and
real data are tested in this section.
Comparison methods. The comparison methods include: FUSE [46]12 , ICCV15 [20]13 , GLP-HS [36]14 , SFIM-HS
[24]14 , GSA [1]14 , CNMF [54]15 , M-FUSE [45]16 , representing
the SOTA traditional methods, and PNN [35], 3D-CNN [32]
representing the SOTA DL-based methods. We also compare
the proposed method with the aforementioned ResNet.
Performance comparison with CAVE data. With the
same experiment setting as in the previous section, we
compare the performance of all competing methods on the
12 testing HS images (K = 13 and L = 2 in CMHF-net).
Table 4 lists the average performance over all testing images
of all comparison methods. It is easily to see that the proposed CMHF-net method can significantly outperform other
competing methods with respect to all evaluation measures.
Fig. 11 shows the 10th band (490nm) of the HS image chart
and staffed toy obtained by the 12 completing methods. It is
easy to observe that the proposed method performs better
than other competing ones, in the recovery of both finergrained textures and coarser-grained structures.
Performance comparison with Chikusei data. The
Chikusei data set [53]17 is an airborne HS image taken over
Chikusei, Ibaraki, Japan, on 29 July 2014. The dataset is of
size 2517 × 2335 × 128 with the spectral range from 0.36
to 1.018. We view the original data as the HrHS image and
12

http://wei.perso.enseeiht.fr/publications.html
https://github.com/lanha/SupResPALM
14
http://openremotesensing.net/knowledgebase/
15
http://naotoyokoya.com/Download.html
16
https://github.com/qw245/BlindFuse
17
http://naotoyokoya.com/Download.html
13
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Fig. 11. (a) Simulated RGB (HrMS) and LrHS (left bottom) images of chart and staffed toy (the 10th (490nm) band of the HS image). (b) The
ground-truth HrHS image. (c)-(n) The results obtained by comparison methods, with two demarcated areas zoomed in 4 times for easy observation.
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Fig. 12. (a) The simulated RGB (HrMS) and LrHS (left bottom) images of a test sample in Chikusei data set. We show the composite image of
the HS image with bands 70-100-36 as R-G-B. (b) The ground-truth HrHS image. (c)-(n) The results obtained by 12 comparison methods, with a
demarcated area zoomed in 4 times for easy observation.

(a) HrMS image

(b) LrHS image

(c) FUSE

(d) ICCV15

(e) GLP-HS

(f) SFIM-HS
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Fig. 13. (a) and (b) are the HrMS (RGB) and LrHS images of the left bottom area of Roman Colosseum acquired by World View-2 (WV-2). We show
the composite image of the HS image with bands 5-3-2 as R-G-B. (c)-(n) The results obtained by 12 comparison methods, with a demarcated area
zoomed in 5 times for easy observation.

simulate the HrMS (RGB image) and LrMS (with a factor of
32) image in the similar way as the previous section.
We select a 500 × 2210-pixel-size image from the top
area of the original image as training data, and extract 96 × 96 overlapped patches from the training data as
reference HrHS images for training. Besides, from remaining part of the original image, we extract 16 non-overlap
448 × 544 × 128 images as testing data. Since the large
number of spectral bands will highly increase the computational cost, we use the PCA prior in [32] to reduce
the computational cost. Specifically, we first compute a
128 × 30 matrix V by performing SVD on the HrHS
images of the training data, which satisfies V T V = I .
Then, for each training sample Xn , we use X̃n = Xn V
to replace Xn and train the networks of all competing
methods. Note that X̃n = fold(X̃n ) ∈ R96×96×30 whose

band number is not large and suitable to network training.
When testing, we reconstruct the output HrHS image by
X̂test = CMHFnet(Ytest , Ztest , Θ) ×3 V .
Table 5 shows the average performance over 16 testing
images of all competing methods. The superiority of the
proposed method can be easily observed with respect to all
evaluation measures. Fig. 12 shows the composite images
of a test sample obtained by the competing methods, with
bands 70-100-36 as R-G-B. It is seen that the composite
image obtained by CMHF-net is closest to the ground-truth.
Performance comparison on real data. Real images of
Roman Colosseum acquired by World View-2 (WV-2) are used
in our experiments18 . This data set contains an HrMS image
(RGB image) of size 1676 × 2632 × 3 and an LrHS image of
18
https://www.harrisgeospatial.com/DataImagery/SatelliteImagery/
HighResolution/WorldView-2.aspx
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Fig. 14. (a) Simulated RGB (HrMS) and LrHS (left bottom) images of jelly beans (the 10th , 490nm band of the HS image). (b) The ground-truth
HrHS image. (c)-(n) The results obtained by 12 comparison methods, with two demarcated areas zoomed in 4 times for easy observation.

TABLE 5
Average performance of all competing methods over 16 testing
samples of Chikusei data set with respect to 5 PQIs.
FUSE
ICCV15
GLP-HS
SFIM-HS
GSA
CNMF
M-FUSE
PNN
3D-CNN
ResNet
CMHF-net
BMHF-net

PSNR
26.59
27.77
28.85
28.50
27.08
28.78
24.85
24.30
30.51
29.35
32.26
31.49

SAM
7.92
3.98
4.17
4.22
5.39
3.84
6.62
4.26
3.02
3.69
3.02
3.21

ERGAS
272.43
178.14
163.60
167.85
238.63
173.41
282.02
157.49
129.11
144.12
109.55
116.88

SSIM
0.718
0.779
0.796
0.793
0.673
0.780
0.642
0.717
0.869
0.866
0.890
0.878

FSIM
0.860
0.870
0.903
0.900
0.835
0.898
0.849
0.807
0.933
0.930
0.946
0.939

size 419 × 658 × 8, while the HrHS image is not available.
We select the top half part of the HrMS (836 × 2632 × 3) and
LrHS (209 × 658 × 8) image as training data, and exploit
the remaining parts as testing data. We first extract the
training data into 144 × 144 × 3 overlapped HrMS patches
and 36×36×3 overlapped LrHS patches, and then generate
the training samples by the method shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 13 shows a portion of the fusion results of the
testing data (left bottom area of the original image). Visual
inspection shows that the proposed method achieves better
visual effect. Compared with the result of ResNet, we can
see that the results of both ResNet and MHF-net are clear,
but the color and brightness of results obtained by the
proposed method are evidently closer to the LrHS image.
6.3

Comparisons based on response inconsistent data

We then evaluate CMHF-net and BMHF-net in the case that
spectral and spatial responses are inconsistent in training
and testing data, as compared with SOTA methods.
Performance comparison with CAVE data. We first use
CAVE data for simulation. Instead of fixing R and C for
all samples as pervious sections, we randomly generate Rn
and Cn for each training and testing sample to simulate the
situation that the spectral and spatial responses for training
and testing are inconsistent. The HrMS and LrHS images are
generated by Yn = Xn Rn and Zn = Cn Xn , respectively.
Particularly, we generate Rn for the nth training samPI
n B
B I
ple by Rn =
i=1 ui Ri , where {Ri }i=1 are the spectral responses obtained from I different cameras [18]19 .
19

http://www.gujinwei.org/research/camspec/db.html

TABLE 6
Average performance of all competing methods over 12 testing images
of CAVE date set. For each image, we compute the average result over
10 random generated spectral and spatial responses.
FUSE
ICCV15
GLP-HS
SFIM-HS
GSA
CNMF
M-Fuse
PNN
3D-CNN
ResNet
CMHF-net
BMHF-net

PSNR
40.21
33.85
39.32
36.96
36.04
40.26
33.65
16.70
34.90
34.10
41.22
44.73

SAM
7.22
11.39
7.50
7.71
8.52
4.84
9.56
38.07
9.60
14.06
6.20
4.91

ERGAS
67.89
127.48
66.86
155.89
93.39
61.08
125.63
777.28
103.67
117.21
53.69
40.62

SSIM
0.970
0.944
0.968
0.963
0.948
0.984
0.904
0.139
0.958
0.917
0.983
0.990

FSIM
0.984
0.969
0.978
0.976
0.974
0.987
0.975
0.904
0.979
0.979
0.990
0.992

uni > 0, i =P1, 2, · · · , I , is I random combination coefficients
I
satisfying i=1 un
we generate Cn for the
i = 1. Similarly,
PJ
th
n B
B J
n training data by Cn =
v
i=1 j Cj , where {Cj }j=1
Bj
are J basis spatial responses set as Dφ , where D is
the downsampling operator in a factor of 32, and φBj
is isotropic Gaussian point spread function with different
scale parameters. vjn > 0, j = 1, 2, · · · , J , are J random
PJ
combination coefficients satisfying j=1 vjn = 1 generated
similar as un
i . We also randomly generate spectral and
spatial responses for testing samples similarly. It is seen that
spectral/spatial responses among training/testing samples,
as well as between training and testing data, are different to
each other.
Similar to pervious section, we randomly select 20 HS
images from CAVE database and extract 96 × 96 overlapped
patches from them for training, and set the left 12 HS images
for testing. For each testing sample we randomly generate
10 different spectral and spatial response pairs, and calculate
the mean quantitative results with these 10 response pairs
for each competing method.
Table 6 shows the averaging results over all testing
samples in 10 random repetitive experiments. It can be
observed that the proposed BMHF-net significantly outperforms other methods in all PQIs. Moreover, we can also
observe that the traditional DL based methods, 3DCNN,
PNN and ResNet, no longer outperform all traditional unsupervised methods as they did in the last section. This
can be explained by that the training and testing sample
on longer share the same spectral and spatial responses,
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TABLE 7
RMSE results of R and C estimated in the testing stages of BMHF-net,
and those of the low resolution HrMS and LrHS images generated by
R and C with respect to the groundtruth. All results are obtained by
averaging over 12 testing samples and 10 random repeated
experiments.
RMSE
0.05
0.045

R
1.1 × 10−3

0.14

(a)
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Green
Red
NIR

0.04

Response

Response

Blue
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Red
NIR
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0.03
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Fig. 15. (a) One of the random generated spectral responses for CASIHustion data. (b) The real spectral response used for ROSIS-Pavia data.

and traditional DL methods can only perform well in the
case of consistent training-testing contexts. Fig. 14 visually
compares the results on HS image jelly beans obtained by
the 12 competing methods with a randomly generated Rn
and Cn . It is easy to observe that the BMHF-net can achieve
better result than other methods.
In Table 7, we show the RMSE of C and R (R is
constructed with the first s columns of the pseudo-inverse
of matrix [AT , B T ]T ) estimated in the testing process of
BMHF-net, where the results are averaged over 12 testing
samples and 10 random repeated experiments. Besides, we
also show the average RMSE of the low resolution images
generated by these responses. These results verify the accuracy of estimation for A, B and C in BMHF-net.
Performance comparison with CASI-Houston and
ROSIS-Pavia data. Two remote sensing datasets are further
used. The first is acquired by an ITRES CASI-1500 sensor
over the University of Houston campus and its neighboring urban areas, with 349 × 1905 pixels and 144 bands
covering the wavelength range from 0.364 to 1.046 nm. We
call this data CASI-Houston data [8]20 . The second dataset
was collected by ROSIS-3 optical airborne sensor over the
University of Pavia, Italy, and consists of 610 × 340 pixels
with a GSD of 1.3m. The 22 noisy bands have been removed
so that totally 93 bands covering the spectral range from 470
to 838nm are used. We call this data ROSIS-Pavia data 21 .
In this experiment we train the networks of all DL based
competing methods with CASI-Houston data and test the
results on both CASI-Houston and ROSIS-Pavia data, where
the first testing is favourable and the other one is more
challenging. Specifically, we select a 336 × 880-pixel-size
image from the middle part of the CASI-Houston data as
testing sample of CASI-Houston data, which include both
cloudy and cloudless areas. We set the left parts of the
CASI-Houston data as training set, which is extracted into
64×64 overlapped patches for training. The entire 610×340
ROSIS-Pavia data set is used as another testing sample set.
Similar to the experiment on Chikusei data, PCA prior in
[32] is also exploited here to reduce the band number of
20

http://hyperspectral.ee.uh.edu/?page id=459#download
http://www.ehu.eus/ccwintco/index.php?title=Hyperspectral Remote
Sensing Scenes
21

TABLE 8
Average testing results on CASI-Houston data set over 10 experiments
with randomly generated spectral and spatial responses and the testing
results on ROSIS-Pavia data.
PSNR

SAM

ERGAS

SSIM

FSIM

Data (train/test): CASI-Houston/CASI-Houston; Condition: favourable.

FUSE
ICCV15
GLP-HS
SFIM-HS
GSA
CNMF
M-Fuse
PNN
3D-CNN
ResNet
CMHF-net
BMHF-net

LrHS
2.1 × 10−4

(b)

0.12

0.035

0

HrMS
2.8 × 10−5

C
7.6 × 10−3
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39.36
35.96
39.25
38.33
39.26
36.85
32.26
22.55
38.04
41.56
44.45
46.34

2.00
2.62
1.79
1.89
2.28
9.63
3.32
10.48
2.28
1.51
0.98
0.84

48.36
59.10
44.66
54.00
43.38
7545.89
89.94
285.85
46.79
32.07
24.12
21.11

0.984
0.983
0.989
0.983
0.986
0.891
0.958
0.459
0.987
0.994
0.996
0.997

0.985
0.985
0.990
0.983
0.988
0.951
0.957
0.662
0.988
0.995
0.996
0.997

Data (train/test): CASI-Houston/ROSIS-Pavia; Condition: challenging.

FUSE
ICCV15
GLP-HS
SFIM-HS
GSA
CNMF
M-Fuse
PNN
3D-CNN
ResNet
CMHF-net
BMHF-net

42.61
37.18
43.35
43.63
38.10
43.20
36.51
10.01
14.92
20.13
22.56
44.50

2.25
2.46
1.74
1.73
3.30
1.73
3.03
61.10
14.48
10.38
14.25
1.72

34.37
56.55
28.12
28.29
53.54
28.63
59.46
1457.02
954.95
391.12
294.67
25.88

0.989
0.983
0.991
0.990
0.974
0.991
0.976
0.038
0.640
0.769
0.734
0.992

0.992
0.986
0.994
0.994
0.981
0.994
0.981
0.474
0.804
0.853
0.825
0.994

both CASI-Houston and ROSIS-Pavia data to 30. This will
highly reduce the computational cost and make the network
able to perform fusion on both datasets even their original
band numbers are different.
In the training stage, we randomly generate Rn and
a Cn for each training sample. For each Rn we set the
center wavelength of the 4 bands in HrMS image as random
numbers in [478, 487], [543, 547], [650, 660] and [816, 883],
respectively, while the correlated effective bandwidth is
set as random numbers in [73, 115], [80, 154], [70, 120] and
[136, 203]. Note that most of the center wavelengths and
effective bandwidths of the spectral responses of commonly
used sensors are in this specified range. We also exploit a
Gaussian function with a scale parameter set as 50 to make
the curve of spectral response smooth. Fig. 15(a) shows
an example of the randomly generated Rn . The spatial
response Cn is set as Dφn , where D is the downsampling
operator in a factor of 8, and φn is isotropic Gaussian point
spread function whose scale parameters are set as a random
number between 1 and 10.
For the testing sample from CASI-Houston data, we
randomly generate 10 different spectral and spatial response
pairs in the same way as we did in training stage, and
then calculate the mean quantitative results over these 10
random repetitive experiments. The upper part of Table 8 is
the averaging results of 10 random repetitive experiments
of all competing methods. It can be easily seen that the proposed BMHF-net significantly outperforms all comparison
methods, while the performance of other DL methods has
no evident advantages over traditional unsupervised ones.
Fig. 16 is the visual result of this experiment, from which the
superiority of the proposed BMHF-net also can be observed.
For the testing sample from ROSIS-Pavia data, we use
the spectral response of a real sensor (as shown in Fig. 15(b))
to generate the HrMS image and set the spatial response as a
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Fig. 16. (a) The simulated HrMS and LrHS images of University of Houston acquired by CASI-1500. We show the composite image of the HrHS
image with bands 121-3-2 as R-G-B. (b) The ground-truth HrHS image. (c)-(n) The results obtained by 12 comparison methods, with a demarcated
area zoomed in 3 times for easy observation.
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Fig. 17. (a) The ground truth HrHS (left) and simulated HrMS (right) images of University of Pavia acquired by ROSIS-3. We show the composite
image of the HrHS image with bands 1-50-60 as R-G-B and the HrMS images with its R-G-B bands. (b) The LrHS image (left) and the RMSE map
with respect to the result of directly resizing each pixel to a 8 × 8 block with the same intensity (right). (c)-(n) The results obtained by 12 comparison
methods (left) and the correlated RMSE map (right), where a demarcated area is zoomed in 4 times for easy observation.

Gaussian kernel with scale parameters set as 5. Note that it is
a challenging task for DL method to perform MS/HS fusion
on this testing sample, since the band number, intensity and
spectral response here are all very different to the training
samples. The lower part of Table 8 shows the quantitative results on ROSIS-Pavia with respect to 5 PQIs. The advantage
of the proposed BMHF-net can be easily observed. The other
DL methods, including the CMHF-net, however, perform
much worse than unsupervised methods. Fig. 17 shows the
composite images and relative mean square error (RMSE)
maps of all competing methods. It is observed that the visual
result of BMHF-net is evidently better than other method in
preservation of texture/edge details and global intensity.

7

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have built a novel interpretable network
architecture, called MHF-net, specifically for the MS/HS
fusion task. As compared with most current network structures, it’s peculiarity is that all of fundamental modules
constituting the network have their own physical meanings, including the recovery of X , the LrHS residual E ,
the underlying HrMS spectral basis Ŷ , and its ameliorative
gradient direction G . This makes it highly convenient to
observe and understand what happens inside the network
flow during the training (and testing) process. Besides,
intrinsic generalization mechanism has been embedded into
the network, and the observation model for how to obtain
LrHS/HrMS from HrHS can be guaranteed to be satisfied,

facilitating us to finely get the generalization principle of the
underlying sensor. Furthermore, the spectral low-rank prior
possessed by a general HrHS is explicitly delivered in the
network, promising the recovery X both in the output and
intermediate stages of the network able to be regularized
in a sound prior structure, and naturally ameliorating the
accuracy for the recovered HrHS. Additionally, compared
with most current DL methods, which always encounter the
over-fitting issue to training samples, the proposed network
can easily implement the task on training samples collected
under variant spectral and spatial responses, and thus be
able to capture the invariant recovery rule under response
variations. This makes it capable of being finely generalized
to testing images, even when their band number, intensity
and spectral response are all different from the training ones.
Experiments implemented on a series of synthetic and real
data have substantiated the aforementioned superiority of
the proposed network in terms of comprehensive PQIs, as
compared with both conventional model-based and more
popular DL-based SOTA methods.
Full-resolution quality remains an open issue. Indeed
there is still large room for further performance improvements. Firstly, the proximal network in (22) can be the better
designed (which is easily set as a ResNet in our work),
with a sure impact on performance. Besides, we easily use a
quadratic loss to built the training loss, while a task-specific
loss may also further improve the performance. Moreover,
as most of the previous methods, the proposed model uses
linear mappings to relate the HrHS image to LrMS and
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HrMS ones. However, in real cases such relations are always
non-linear due to intensity alignment and other operations
imposed on HrMS and LrMS images. The MHF-net could
possibly be alleviated to convey such non-linear insights by
the following tricks. 1) Replace the linear downsampling
sub-network with more complex non-linear downsampling
to deliver the non-linear relation between HrHS and LrHS
images. 2) Embed more complex network instead of simple
ResNet in the final stage of the MHF-net between the
linear mapping of HrHS output by the previous stage and
the final output to capture their more complicated nonlinear relations. 3) Insert network mappings directly after
the input HrMS and LrHS images to obtain transformed
ones for connecting the subsequent network to deliver the
underlying non-linear relations among three types of HSIs.
We’ll try these strategies in our future research.
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